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the official music video for the song featuring jay-z, jay z s girlfriend beyonce and a bevy of backup singers (including alicia keys, pharrell williams and the late john legend ) has already reached 100 million views on youtube, and it has since been in possession of the record for the most-viewed single music video on the site.
celebrities from all walks of life, including donald trump, are tweeting their reactions to the high-gloss anti-gang warfare video, which was released through the phones respective apps on july 7. according to music news website thehifihead , jay-z's legendary music in-print record label roc nation will be releasing a special
edition box set of jay z's albums early next year, theyve been working on the four-disc box for sometime and it is scheduled for release in december of 2014. the box set will include the blueprint 2: the gift and the blueprint 3 on the standard super deluxe edition box sets and the black album also as a vinyl single press. i

dont know whats coming but i do know when, the hifi head told rolling stone jay-z is reportedly planning to drop his collaborative album with justin timberlake, the 20/20 experience, this fall. the just-released single "suit & tie" is off the record that is also being received well by critics and fans, with it already being lauded for
its music video and being the topic of songs like "otis" and "no church in the wild." we are still waiting to hear more, but hopefully one day soon we will all get a surprise listening party. watch the video to his single "otis" below. other megasuites like apple and spotify have released their own albums-in-progress, which allow
fans to follow songs by certain artists as they're finished. spotify has proved extremely popular since it launched a few years ago, although listeners can't listen to the radio station that might be playing a particular song as it's being finished. the apple music feature is similar to this, although it offers higher quality sound.

while the samsung deal is another sign that some major record labels are still investing in physical media, the attention on iphone users' new album option might be more important. apple has seemingly dropped its distaste of the traditional lp, which might be an effort to woo fans who aren't as friendly to pirated content as
they used to be.
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